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forward and that it is very simple. We will do all we can to show them to

you as real persons, which will be of even more value than if you see them

moving.

Now there are other$'important reasons for ancient ch. hist., especially

as so many people think that whatever the early churioh did that is what we

ought to do. If the church in the second century did something, that is

what we should do. Well, that is what we want to investigate thoroughly.

To find what the difference is, to find what is important and t what isnt

But this other is the one tha1we want to express this year, the relation to

our individual lives. And so I want to learn what I can about the class, about

your problems which will help in the selection of material for this, and

also help you because I want to be of any help that I can be through the

year. So I am going to take a little time from our Chruch Xtzvt History

course, now, in order to get the material from you. It may seem to you

rkt rather irrelevant in oh. hist. Mr. Smith, will you bring those papers

up here, and (break in record)

The purpose of knowing something about how men faced problems is one

which might be said to be more relevant to modern ch. hist. than ancient,

and we examined the reason for it. And the reason is that we have more

material in modern oh, hist. than in ancient. That is the principal

reason. There are other reasons that enter in, but that is the main one.

On the ancient ch. hist. we are greatly limited by the amount of

material that we have. And yet we do have sufficient to be able to tell

a great deal about this very important phase of our kKxx purpose.

t Before going into that, however, we want to go into introduction B.

A was why do we study oh. hist.? B_ is what do we mean by oh hist. What

do we mean when we talk about oh. hist. Well, of course, to understand that

fully we have to ask what do we mean by history? And then to ask what do we

mean by oh. hist. I think just a word or two on what we mean by hist. would

be worth while at this point. lUst, is not simply a description of

events one after the other, jWk what happened one after the other. You might
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